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Zerto In-Cloud is on  
the AWS Marketplace!
Deliver Disaster Recovery Globally in AWS 

Zerto In-Cloud for AWS delivers disaster recovery (DR), scaling to protect 1,000+ Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) 

instances across AWS Regions and Availability Zones. Zerto In-Cloud brings reliability and speed to the protection of 

enterprise applications on AWS with simple automated work昀氀ows for failover, recovery, and testing.  

Zerto empowers customers to run an always-on business by simplifying the protection, recovery, and mobility 

of on-premises and cloud applications eliminating the risk and complexity of modernization and cloud adoption 

across private, public, and hybrid deployments. To mitigate cyber threats, Zerto detects, protects, and recovers from 

ransomware. The simple, so昀琀ware-only solution uses continuous data protection at scale to solve for ransomware 
resilience, disaster recovery, cloud mobility.  

Why Go Through the AWS Marketplace?

Zerto In-Cloud in AWS Marketplace simpli昀椀es procurement, increases your ability to govern and guide your 
organization, and gives you the ability to start and scale your disaster recovery strategy at your own pace.  

AWS Marketplace streamlines the installation process. Zerto In-Cloud licensing is supported through AWS, meaning 

you can start small and scale up when you’re ready. Because Zerto supports enterprise-level scalability, it can protect 
your IT environment whether it has tens or thousands of Amazon EC2 instances across AWS Regions and Availability 

Zones. 

Subscribing to Zerto In-Cloud through AWS Marketplace also simpli昀椀es procurement, reducing the number of 
interfaces and documents to manage. AWS Marketplace enables you to add Zerto In-Cloud for AWS to existing AWS 

Accounts and streamline legal procurement with standard contracts and contract amendments. 
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About Zerto

Zerto, a Hewlett Packard Enterprise company, empowers customers to run an always-on business by simplifying the protection, 

recovery, and mobility of on-premises and cloud applications. Zerto eliminates the risk and complexity of modernization and cloud 

adoption across private, public, and hybrid deployments. The simple, so昀琀ware-only solution uses continuous data protection at 
scale to solve for ransomware resilience, disaster recovery, and multi-cloud mobility  www.zerto.com
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How It Works

Zerto In-Cloud is now available through AWS Marketplace with just a few simple clicks!  New bene昀椀ts:

• E昀昀ortless scale to protect thousands of Amazon EC2 instances and petabytes of data without agents or 
additional replication appliances  

• Consistently achieve the lowest RTOs and RPOs in the industry  

• Flexible management of your disaster recovery, aligning with existing solutions and automation work昀氀ows 

• Simple solution implementation, con昀椀guration, and management Global coverage enables protection to, 
from, and between 17 AWS Regions and all associated Availability Zones...supporting up to 3 AWS Regions 

simultaneously   

• Integrates with CloudWatch enabling DR operations & resources to be monitored alongside all other AWS 

resources  

Zerto Feature Bene昀椀t

E昀昀ortless Scalability Through an agentless, native integration approach, Zerto In-Cloud enables easy scaling to protect 

1000+ workloads, providing resilience for enterprises of all sizes in Amazon EC2.  

Orchestration

Zerto In-Cloud automates the protection of Amazon EC2 instances, simplifying the steps to 

implement and execute protection and recovery plans. Failover and failover test features are then 

automated for scalability and simplicity.

Management Flexibility

A complete REST API is at the forefront of Zerto In-Cloud management so that the solution can 

be easily integrated with other management systems and combined with other automation and 

integration solutions, such as Ansible, Jenkins, and Terraform.

Automated Failover Testing

Zerto In-Cloud automation and orchestration allows for non-disruptive failover testing of all 

instances in an AWS Region or Availability Zone to validate recovery plans and ensure you are ready 

when an outage strikes.

Zerto In-Cloud for AWS is ready to support your DR strategy. Subscribe today in AWS Marketplace:

Zerto-in-Cloud is now available in the AWS Marketplace

https://aws.amazon.com/marketplace/pp/prodview-xcqiovxhwg7qg

